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       Rocket City Math League              2009-2010 

                                Explorer Test                      Round 1 
 

Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.  All 

decimals and mixed numbers must be written as improper fractions. �o calculators, books, or other aides may be used. 

1. Kirbu has 4 more than 3 times as many space balls as Shaka.  Kirbu has a total of 10 space balls.  How many 

space balls does Shaka have?                                                                                                                             (1 point) 

 

 

2.  Asmont buys 6 space dogs and a Zaporade for 6 rhets.  Kegor buys 7 space dogs and 2 Zaporades for 8.50 rhets. 

Rhets is an Intergalactic space currency. How many rhets does a space dog cost?  (Give your answer to 2 decimal 

places)                                                                                                                                                                (1 point)  

 

 

 

3.  Blognore the three-eyed alien has gone into a slump this season, only making 25% of his free throw shots for his 

intergalactic basketball team.  If Blognore made 1582 free throws this season, how many did he miss throughout 

the season?                                                                                                                                                         (1 point) 

 

 

4.  According to Intergalactic law, the wheelchair ramps on all spacecraft must have a slope of 
12

1 in Universe A.  A 

ship travels to Universe B where all slopes are perpendicular to the ones of Universe A.  What are the slopes of the 

wheelchair ramps in Universe B?                                                                                                                      (1 point) 

 

 

5.  Five Goglians are in a circle passing a Florgian ball.  While playing, the ball cannot be passed to anyone 

adjacent to the Goglian with the ball or passed back to the previous thrower.  The game begins with Bloofus.  What 

is the minimum number of passes needed for the ball to return to Bloofus?                                                   (2 points) 

 

 

6.  The planet Zaptor is 
31007.3 × light years away from the planet Pika.  If Zaptor moves

2101.3 ×  light years 

closer, how far, in light years, away are the two planets now?                                                                        (2 points) 

 

 

 

7. Signa is trying to pick an outfit for the League of Aliens sports meet.  He has 6 jerseys, 3 pairs of shoes, and 7 

pairs of shorts to pick from.  How many different outfits can Signa make if he must wear exactly one of each?         

                                                                                                                                                                          (2 points) 

 

 

8.  An astronaut on Nebula’s moon, Thorn, weighs less than he does on Nebula.  If the astronaut weighs 80 pounds 

on Nebula and weighs 
3

1
13

 pounds on Thorn, then by what fraction has astronaut weight on Nebula been multiplied 

to get his weight on Thorn?                                                                                                                             ( 2 points)                                                                                                   

 

 

9.  Mugant, the pitcher for the Zaptor Zealots, throws 3 consecutive pitches to strike out his opponent.  The speeds 

of his pitches are 457 munds/wunt, 476 munds/wunt, and 567 munds/wunt.  What is the average speed of Mugant’s 

pitches in miles/hour, to the nearest mile/hour for these three pitches?   (60 munds = 1 mile and 1 wunt = 3 

seconds)                                                                                                                                                            (3 points) 

 

 

 

10.  At the League of Aliens, Zaporade sells their drinks in cylindrical cans with dimensions of a 3 inch radius and 

6 inch height.  Hydrade also sells their drinks in cylindrical cans with dimensions of a 4 inch radius and 8 inch 

height.  What is the difference in the number of square inches in the surface area of the Hydrade can and the surface 

ares of the Zaporade can? (Leave answer in terms of π )                                                                               (3 points)                                 

 

 

11.  Walbing invests 3000 rhets into the Hogbot Space Bank.  He gets 6% interest compounded yearly.  How many 

rhets will Walbing have in the Hogbot Space Bank after 3 years?  (Do not round)                                        (3 points) 

 

 

 

12.    Planet Inspiron and Planet Oakly are signing a treaty to make a peace bridge.  The Peace Bridge must be at 

least as long as the distance between the centers of each planet.  If Inspiron’s center is located at the point (3, 1, 3) 

and Oakly’s center is located at point (2,5,6), then what is the minimum length of the peace bridge between the two 

planets?                                                                                                                                                             (4 points)                            
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